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to be a reasonable solut ion. Surprisingly, by this
method a good case can be made for the majority
of the recent patterns to be from different
machines. Probably a lot of com panies bought
single die machines in the ear ly days of perfmning.
They liked the idea but not the slowness and
replaced them with larger machines for better
economy. In these cases, probably the same
man ufacture r was instructed to use the same pattern
for the new machine, but the result was not exactly
the same.

or course, witho ut furth er information it cannot
even be proved that two similar patterns were used
by the same com pany. This brings up the important
point that all the past identifications of patterns are
useless whe re a new very similar pattern has been
recognized. All these pattern s will have to be re
identified with covers, deter mining which of the two
similar patterns is on each cover. So this seems as
good a time as any to make the plea to all to
exam ine your covers for those patterns for which
new, similar pattern has appeared in the A&C
pages. Examine it carefully to determine which
pattern is on the cover . Please relay this
information to the Editor. Better yet, send the
cover or a good photocopy, where the pattern can
be see n. All the relevant patterns should be re
ide ntified before the new Catalog appears,

The new Catalog will have a number of features
which hopefully will be helpful to all collectors, but
especially to beginners . There will be sections on
how to identify confusing patterns or patterns which
can be read equally well forwards or backward, on
using the nomenclature of the Catalog, and on how
to find patterns which ma y have been moved to
another place in the Catalog. In an attempt to
facilitat e the use of the A ppendix, the Appendix for
each lett er will immedi ately follow that letter in the
Catalog. The entire Ap pendix appears at the end of
the Catalog in the current edit ion. As part of each
Appendix there will be a page explaining the reason
any pattern number was eliminated from the
Catalog, whether it be deletion of the pattern or just
a renumbe ring of that pattern to improve
consistency in Catalog listings.

There will be thr ee new listing categories. On e is
for personal or philatelic patte rns, which will car ry
a "P" following the Catalog number. The other two
are for patterns which were not supposed to be
listed in previous Catalogs, although man y were.
Illegal size patter ns are now being listed if, in the
opinion of the Ed ito rial staff, they were used to
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perfin postage stam ps on a non-philatelic basis and
on a fair ly wide scale and bas ically look like perfins.
An example is the AMERICAN APPRAISAL
pattern, which was made for revenue use, but which
was used extensively to perforate postage stamps in
the 1930's. It will receive the number A l86L The
-I" signifies the illegal size of the pattern. The last
of these categories is that of patterns which were
deliberately alter ed to form a new pattern.
Previously, the altered patterns were considered to
be partials of the parent pattern. Now if it can be
reasonably ascerta ined that the alteration was
carr ied out deliberat ely and was not just the result
of broken pins, the altered machin e will have a
separate patter n number. This pattern number will
have the letter "R" after the pattern number . An
example of this is pattern A44, which was deleted in
an A& C as a partial of pattern A 195. It has been
shown tbat this was a deliberat e alterat ion as the
machine passed from one bank to its successor. As
such, it will be reinstated as A44R.

I am sure tbat there will some disagreement
among the members over vario us aspects of tbe new
Catalog. I will always be bappy to discuss any point
witb you, but hopefully most members will like the
new format and the new sections and information.
The whole project is very time consuming and
challenging, but the cha llenge is part of the fun.
f ortunately, I have a number of great people
working with me on the project including Dick
Mewhinney, John Lyding, Paul Mistretta, and Sal
G uarini. They make the job easier and keep me
from making too man y mistakes.

Corrections to the Foreign Census

Bob Schwerdt (# 505)

Here are a few corrections to the recent ly
published foreign census.

delete 4X under post al
add 5/5fJ5 under stationery
change postal 2 to 1
change postal to m / 1964;
change revenue to 21/1964

# 214 change postal 7 to 2
# 312 add to stationery 1/1336
# 351 change 2 to 7
#363, 364 re place A ustr ia with Ge rma ny

Sachen • add Post WWII
# 367 delete Spain - Santa Fe (This is

Argent ina)
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